
Hallie Jones

If I were mayor, I would make sure of these eight things.

One, I would help with Coronavirus. I would make sure everyone in 
West Linn is vaccinated so that we can try to make things a little bit 
normal but everyone would still be wearing masks and keeping a 
distance. When they make a vaccine for kids. I would also make 
sure that all of them get vaccinated.

Second, that all citizens feel respected, especially black people. I 
would support “Black Lives Matter” by allowing Black citizens to 
make speeches about what they have gone through. I would make 
sure that protests would not be violent but instead peaceful. 
Making sure every citizen feels safe and happy is very important to 
me.

The third thing I would do is to make sure that we have a clean and 
healthy community. I would do this by encouraging people not to 
litter and to pick up trash. I want West Linn to be known as a 
beautiful place not gross and ugly.

Fourth, I would make sure every citizen is comfortable with their 
home and living conditions. I would want everyone to have clean 
water and enough food. To do this I would have toy drives, canned 
food drives, and special fundraisers to make money. I would want 
every kid to go to school so they can have the experience of 
learning.

Fifth, I would make sure we have good schools. To do this I would 
raise money for school supplies and check in oftenly. I would make



sure everyone is kind to one another, the teachers are kind to
students, and that there is enough social interaction. I would
encourage schools to not bully and be mean to kids who learn
differently or have special needs. Although school is a place of
learning it should also be fun and a place every kid wants to be.

Sixth, I would set up summer camps for kids because some parents
work in the summer. So it would be good for the kids to go
somewhere other than just stay home all summer. The camps
would be for lots of activities such as, sports, baking and cooking,
or just fun things to do.

Seventh, I would open up more shops and places to buy things.
Such as restaurants, clothing stores, and more. I would do this
because there isn’t much of this in West Linn and it would be better
for people to just go a short distance than all the way to Bridgeport
or Oregon City.

Eighth, I would ban smoking. Smoking, in my opinion, is terrible for
you and for the people around you. It can make you very sick. To do
this I would have people start therapy to help them. I would get rid
of all the cigarettes or smoking tools from stores.

In conclusion, if I were mayor these eight things would be most
important to me. If I were Mayor I would want to make sure West
Linn is a happy, safe, and beautiful community.
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